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ABSTRACT
We propose a flexible framework for producing highly per-
sonalized basketball video summaries, by intergrating contex-
tural information, narrative user preferences on story pattern,
and general production principles. Starting from the multi-
ple streams captured by a distributed set of fixed cameras,
we study the implementation of autonomous viewpoint deter-
mination and automatic temporal segment selection, and also
discuss the production of visually comfortable output, by ap-
plying smoothing process to viewpoint selection and by defin-
ing efficient benefit functions to evaluate various summary or-
ganization. The efficiency of our framework is demonstrated
by experimental results.

Index Terms— Personalized Video Summarization, Con-
tent Repurposing, Viewpoint Selection

1. INTRODUCTION
Towards increased user-centric adaptation of contents, demo-
cratic and personalized production of multimedia content is
one of the most exciting challenges that content providers
will have to face in the near future, to satisfy different user
expectations concerning story-telling and heterogeneous ter-
minal devices, in various applications ranging from interac-
tive multimedia service [1][2] to intelligent surveillance [3].
Considering the problem in a multi-camera environment not
only mitigates the difficulty of scene understanding caused
by reflection, occlusion and shadow in the single view case,
but also offers higher flexibility in producing visually pleasant
video reports. In a typical application scenario, the sensor net-
work for media acquisition is composed of (microphones and)
cameras, which, for example, cover a basket-ball field. Dis-
tributed analysis and interpretation of the scene are exploited
to decide what to show or not to show about the event, so as
to produce a video composed of a valuable subset from the
streams provided by each individual camera, or interpolated
from multiple cameras.

In the present paper, we present a unified framework for
cost-effective and autonomous generation of personalized
video contents from multi-sensored data. Especially, we will
focus on two issues: video production, which deals with
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the automatic planning of camerawork to determine the view-
point (including both the camera and the cropping area within
this camera view) for rendering a scene; and video summa-
rization, which determines the temporal part of the video to
be presented to the audience. Due to page limitation, we omit
the list of previous works, and invite readers to refer to a
detailed review we made in [4]. Compared to those methods,
our production system is able to deal with abundant seman-
tic and narrative user preferences, and considers production
principles for visually comfortable user experiences.

Based on our previous work on viewpoint selection [5]
and on soccer video summarization[6], the present work pro-
vides two major improvements: 1) it combines automatic
camerawork planning and summarization into a unified pro-
duction system; 2) it improves the strategy for optimal view-
point selection, both with respect to improved computational
efficiency and behavior.

In Section 2, we will explain the proposed system in more
details. Experimental data will be given in Section 3 to val-
idate our work, before the concluding remarks in Section 4.

Fig. 1. Working flow (from top to bottom) of the proposed
automatic production system of basketball summary.

2. PROPOSED PRODUCTION SYSTEM
Our key objective is to determine the proper part of content to
present to the end-users, according to both user preferrences
and the contextual knowledge of the scene. Temporally, it
acts as a summarization process through automatic clip selec-
tion. Spatially, it adaptively plans the camerawork to render
the present scene with the optimal viewpoint. In Fig.1, we
depict the overall framework of our production system. First,
we divide a complete game into short clips, and then group
consecutive clips into segments. As explained in Section 2.1,
this segmentation is derived from (automatically generated)
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metadata that characterize the key events of the game. For
each segment, we plan the production strategy by determin-
ing the view type and the position of replay insertion, based
on a pre-defined rule. A story of the specified length is then
organized from clips to meet user preferences, by solving a re-
source allocation problem. Finally, we perform camerawork
planning on selected clips, and render the result out to the
audiences.

Performing camerawork planning after summarization
is meaningful because it saves the processing time on un-
selected clips, and provides full production personalization
capabilities. For a large scale deployment, we may prefer
to pre-encode the clips for several pre-specified camerawork
options, to avoid computationally expensive online encoding.

2.1. Clock-event based video segmentation
According to the 24 seconds rule in basketball, the attacking
team need to attempt a shot within 24 s of gaining posses-
sion. Many key events, including shooting, foul, interception
and others, are closely related to starting/ending/restarting of
clock counting, which are named ”Start”, ”End” and ”Reinit”
clock event, respectively. Hence, it is natural for us to perform
autonomous production in the divide-and-conquer paradigm
for efficient processing, where clock events provide a rea-
sonable base for video segmentation. Since most of critical
actions (e.g. successful shots or fouls) lead to ”End” clock
event, it is safe and better to include all ”Reinit” events in the
same segment for a complete local story. We thus define a
segment as the period between the clock time of two consec-
utive ”Start” clock events, as shown in Fig.2.

Fig. 2. Based on clock events, we divide the video into seg-
ments, and plan the full local story of each segment, including
both view-type determination and replay insertion.
2.2. Production planning of full local story
Shots of various view types play an important role in telling
an attractive story: far views are used to present the com-
plexity of team sports, while closeup views are essential to
increase the emotional involvement of audients. For more im-
portant actions, replays should be appended for clearer expla-
nation of local details[7]. In conventional sport video produc-
tion, a director always has a rough plan in his mind on how to

organize those factors to present the game to viewers, based
on general principles of sport video production. We simu-
late this process, and plan the production strategy for each
segment before any computationally expensive optimization
of clip and corresponding viewpoint selections, by only an-
alyzing the structure of clock-events. In Fig.2, we take the
following reference strategy to render each segment, i.e.,

(1) A 2s close-up is taken 1 ∼ 2s before the ”Start” event.
(2) A 1 ∼ 2s close-up is inserted after the ”End” event,

depending on the length of break to the next ”start” event.
(3) A replay is inserted to cover a period from the last 1/3

part of the round before the ”End” event to the starting point
of the close-up in (2), if this period is longer than 3s.

(4) We also insert a replay for the break between the end
event and the next start event. Note that this break overlaps
with the next segment, which we think is necessary to help
audiences to reorient themselves in the new segment.

(5) Other parts of the segment are rendered as far views.
After inserting replays/close-ups, we cut long sequences

of frames belonging to the same shot type into shorter clips
(∼ 2s). It is worth mentioning here that the reference ren-
dering strategy does not define the actual way a segment is
rendered. Any subset of the clips of a segment actually de-
fines an eligible rendering strategy. Selection of the optimal
one is described in the next section.

Fig. 3. A resource allocation based framework of sport video
summarization.

2.3. Resource allocation based summarization
This section considers selection of clips into the summary,
given semantic preferences in terms of action or player, and
narrative preferences in terms of story-telling style (replays
or not, long or short segment stories). This process is based
on the generic resource allocation framework we presented in
ICIP2009 for soccer video summarization. Fig.3 briefly re-
minds the proposed summarization framework. For the m-th
segmentSm, we considerL different narrative options {sml},
each option defining the subset of the clips of this segment
that are rendered during display. A pair of cost/benefit values,
i.e., B(sml) and C(sml), is assigned to each option sm, and a
summary is obtained by maximizing the overall benefit under
the length constraint uLEN , i.e.,
{s∗ml} = argmax

{sml}

∑
m

B(sml),
∑
m

C(sml) ≤ uLEN , (1)

which can be solved as a resource allocation problem by using
Lagrangian Relaxation[8].
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This summarization method allows highly personalized
nonlinear story organization via flexible definition of benefits.
In the present paper, the benefit is defined as

B(sml) =
∑

j∈sml

ImljG(sml, u
P , uT )PCR

ml (u
C , uR)PF

ml, (2)

which includes semantical importance of clips
∑

j∈sml
Imlj

and extra gain G(sml, u
P , uT ) from user favorite player uP

and team uT , and also evaluates narrative preferences on
story-telling (e.g., penalty PCR

mj on user specified story conti-
nuity uC , and story redundancy uR). Satisfication of general
production principles is also evaluated through the penalty for
forbidden cases PF

mj , to avoid frustrating visual/story-telling
aritifacts(e.g., over-short/incomplete local stories). Detailed
explanations and definitions are available in [6].
2.4. Autonomous planning of camerawork
Once clips have been selected, we construct their correspond-
ing viewpoint sequence in a personalized way. We have im-
proved both the search criterion and the strategy for viewpoint
selection over our initial trials in [5]. Only the improvements
compared to [5] will be explained in details. [5] has intro-
duced three steps for automatic camerawork planning.

First, we determine the optimal viewpoint in each frame
in each camera, which trades off between completeness (in-
cluding more players in the selected viewpoint) and closeness
(higher resolution on each individual player) for a specified
display resolution. Formally, we define a viewpoint vki in the
k-th camera view of the i-th frame, by its size Ski and its
center cki. We assume that the position of players has been
computed in each frame, e.g. using [9]. If there are N salient
objects in this frame, and the location of the n-th object in the
k-th view is denoted by xnki, we select the optimal viewpoint
v∗ki for far view and replay, by maximizing a weighted sum of
object interests, i.e.,

v∗
ki=argmax

vki

β(Ski,u)

N∑
n=1

Inα

(∥∥xnki − cSCN
ki

∥∥
Ski

, cki

)
. (3)

In the above equation:
a) In denotes the importance assigned to the n-th object.

It allows focusing on a preferred player by tuning its weight,
depending on player identification, e.g. based on [9].

b) Function α(.) modulates the weights of the objects ac-
cording to their distance to the scene center, normalized by
the viewpoint size. This weight should be high and positive
when the object-of-interest is within the viewpoint and close
to the scene center cSCN

ki , and should be negative or zero when
the object lies outside the viewing area.

Compared to the Mexican-Hat based implementation in
[5] where cSCN

ki was set to cki, here we set cSCN
ki to the ball

position (or the gravity center of all objects when ball position
is not available). Especially, we use the following α(.), i.e.,

α(.) = exp

(
−
∥∥xnki − cSCN

ki

∥∥2
2S2

ki

)
× V(xnki, Ski, cki), (4)

where V(xnki, Ski, cki) is the visibility function, which takes
1 if object xnki is fully covered by viewpoint vki, and −1 for
not. Since V(xnki, Ski, cki) can be easily computed by com-
paring the bounding box, this change significantly reduces the
time for recalculating object interests when viewpoint moves.

c) Function β(.) reflects the penalty induced when the na-
tive signal of the k-th camera has to be sub-sampled once the
viewpoint size becomes larger than the maximal resolution
ures allowed by the user. An appropriate choice consists in
setting the function equal to one when Ski < ures, and in
making it decrease afterwards, e.g.,

β(.) =

[
min

(
ures

Ski
, 1

)]uclose

, (5)

where uclose > 1 increases to favor close viewpoints com-
pared to large zoom-out views. Vector u covers all these user
preferencesmentioned above, i.e. u = [ucloseuresuPuTuCuR].

We also reduce the size of solution space for searching op-
timal viewpoints. Eq.(3) reflects the trade-off between close-
ness and completeness. If we decay the α(.) slow enough,
reducing closeness through virtual zooming out is only ben-
eficial if it includes additional players in the viewpoint. In
other words, it is useless to enlarge the viewpoint (thereby re-
ducing closeness) without including any additional player. As
a consequence, an optimal viewpoint will always be spanned
by two players. We can thus restrict our initial full-search
analysis to a selective search focusing on viewpoints of the
required aspect ratio that include a pair of players on their
border. Even an exhaustive selection of all possible pairs of
(maximum 10) players can reduce computational complexity
dramatically, compared to the grid search used in [5].

For close-up views, we simply find the minimal box that
covers the closest player to the scene center cSCN

ki . 1 When
the viewpoint is determined, we expand the viewpoint by 10%
in all directions to leave a margin space for better appearance,
as in conventional production[7].

As the second step, given the viewpoint selected in each
camera view, we select the camera by comparing a crite-
rion defined in terms of completeness, closeness and occlu-
sion. Formally, the interest of selecting the k-th camera, i.e.,
Iki(vki,u),is defined as follows:

Iki(vki,u) = wkβ(.)
N∑

n=1

Inhk(xnki)α(.)ok(xnki), (6)

where wk denotes the weight assigned to the kth camera,
while α(.) and β(.) are defined as in the first step above.
Knowing the position of all other objects, ok(xnki) measures
the occlusion ratio of the n-th object in camera view k, which
is defined as the fraction of pixels of the object overlapped by

1Obviously it makes more sense to zoom on the player of interest (e.g.
prefered player, or player who scored). We provide this as a provisional
implementation before we have reliable automatic player identification, so as
to complete the overall framework and leave space for future local revisions.
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other objects when projected to the camera view. hk(xnki)
is the height in pixels of projecting a six feet tall vertical ob-
ject (average height of a player) located in xnki into camera
view k, which serves as normalization of different camera
views, and directly computed based on camera calibration.
For far view, we assign higher weights to two major side-view
cameras, while for replay higher weights are given to other
cameras. Furthermore, for replay, we use o2

k(xnki) instead of
ok(xnki) to emphasize more on reducing occlusions.

In the final step, an iterative smoothing process based on
a two-layer Markov chain is applied to the selected sequences
of viewpoints to remove visual artifacts such as flicking and
fluctuation of the view (see [5]).

Fig. 4. A 2m30s summary generated with preference on
player 9 of the yellow team (A9).

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1. Preparation of Meta-data
Two kinds of meta-data are required by the proposed system,
i.e., salient objects and clock-events. Automatic detection of
players and the ball were discussed in [9], where player iden-
tification was also briefly explored through player digit recog-
nition. We have proved in [5] that our viewpoint selection
method is robust against player miss-detection. For a real de-
ployment, we can record the clocking signal by wiring into
the clocking system, and recognize the type of events based
on the relative locations of players and ball. Work is cur-
rently in progress within the APIDIS project(See [1]), and
preliminary results have revealed that above 80% recognition
rates are realistics. The more detailed the semantic informa-
tion about the event (e.g., key events such as successful/failed
shooting, free shot and its related foul can be accurately de-
tected based on the information on current score and current
possession team, which is recordable from the score board),
the higher level of personalization can be offered to users.

We use automatically extracted salient objects and prere-
corded clock-events in the following experiments, while use
manually annotated data of dominant players in each event.

3.2. Results on automatic production of summaries
Due to page limitation, we only give one experimental re-

sult here, and invite reviewers to visit the demo page [10] for
more experimental results and corresponding demo videos.

In Fig.4, we plot the status of clip selection for a 2min and
30sec summary generated with user preference on the player

9 of the yellow team, from a 14min game recorded by 7 cam-
eras. In the bottom, we show the position of clock events (S
for a starting event, R for a reinit event, and E for an ending
event), and the annotated dominant players (A for the yellow
team, and B for the black team). Note that annotations for
the ”End” clock event may cover both the clips before and
after the end event, while annotations for a start/reinit event
only apply to the clips after that event. We have the following
observation from Fig.4.

1) By proper benefit definition, we surpress most of story-
telling artifacts, such as standalone close-up/replays without
the corresponding game parts.

2) Combined with the results in the demo page, our
method could organize a summary which satisfies various
user preferences on display resolutions, summary lengths,
preferred players and so on. For example, when player A9 is
preferred, our method could organize a story focusing on this
player, with a proper story-telling pattern as shown in Fig.4.

4. CONCLUSION
We proposed a framework for producing personalized sum-
maries of basketball videos from multi-sensored data. By
taking divide-and-conquer strategy, we efficiently solve the
problem of viewpoint determination and temporal segment
selection. Especially, we defined the planning rule of pro-
duction strategy and flexible criteria for viewpoint selection,
and implemented a real-time production system. All these ex-
ploits a way to provide highly personalized video services to
satisfy various user preferences, not only in basketball game,
but also in many other application scenarios.
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